Turning a Fast Joint dovetailed vase on a lathe
Contributed by customer Brian H from Knoxville TN
The MLCS Fast Joint precision joinery system offers a broad range of dovetail patterns that can
be created with a router. Combining these dovetail patterns with vertical staves in a tapered vase
yields a unique combination of joinery techniques that can be turned on a lathe - somewhat of a
‘joinery sampler’.
The first step is to pick the ‘palette’ of wood to be used. Contrasting wood provides the best
visual appeal. Because the vase developed for this example has six staves, three contrasting
woods; maple, cherry and purpleheart, were used.
After selecting the woods, six blocks of uniform thickness, and size are cut on a table saw.
Clean edges on each side ensure that the dovetail edges can be assembled in later steps without
gaps.
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The MLCS Fast Joint Small Key template, shown in the image, was chosen to cut the dovetail
joints on the router. Dovetail joints were cut into six edges (three male, three female) to provide
three contrasting sections of wood.

Once the dovetail joints were cut and fitted, the three contrasting dovetail joints were glued
together to make a single board.
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Now the basic ingredients are ready to begin cutting the tapered vertical staves that make up the
vase. Tapered staves use compound angles to yield the desired shape. For this example, a 20degree taper was chosen with six staves. The required cuts, as shown in the table, are 5.7
degrees off vertical and an edge taper of 29.5 degrees. Using a digital angle gage, the table saw
is set to 60.5 degrees (90 minus 29.5). An Osborne sliding angle cutting guide was used to cut
the 5.7 degree vertical cuts. Before making these cuts, a clean top and bottom edge was cut on
the glued sections to ensure proper alignment when the staves were cut.

This table is from an American Association of Woodturners (AAW) article on ‘Tapered-Stave
Bowls’ written by Bill Wells in the April 2016 issue. This is a very well written article with
many good suggestions on gluing and clamping tapered shapes.
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Six vertical staves were cut. The staves get cut to a size of 7-1/4” long, 3-1/4” wide at the top
and taper at 5.7 degree to the bottom (1-3/4” wide). Three of them were cut with the Fast Joint
dovetail joints centered and three were cut from the three blank wood selections. The six staves
were then fit-checked, glued and clamped. The clamps shown were adapted from the article by
Bill Wells.
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Now the assembled stack of vertical staves is transferred to the lathe where a base section is
mated to the smaller end. It is important to make sure that grain orientations are consistent
between the staves and the base so that the joints don’t separate with varying humidity after the
glue joints are dry. Once the cherry base was mated to the ‘stack’, a tenon was cut in the base so
that the ‘stack’ could be held on the drive end of the lathe with a 4-jaw clamp.

A tapered wooden extension to the tailstock was inserted to hold the stack securely while turning
the outside and top surfaces. This extension is removed for final finishing of the inside surfaces.
The next few images depict the turning sequence for a pleasing outer shape. It is important to
plan the outer design so that there is sufficient material to turn. The unpleasant mistake of
turning a hole in the wood can be avoided by laying out the design on paper with a vertical top
view and comparing the size and thickness of the six flat stave sections with a curved outer
diameter. Calculations for this project indicated that the outer curves could be achieved with
sufficient inner thickness in the straight-sided stave surfaces. Doing a thickness check with your
fingers is a good way (with the lathe stationary) to verify wall thickness.
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After sanding the outer surface, the vase is rotated so that the base can be turned. In wood
turning, the challenge of holding the part and maintaining center offers most of the challenge in
planning the sequence of turning events. You will notice that there is a different holding clamp
on the drive end when turning the base.

With turning and sanding complete, the raw-wood vase is now ready for finishing and polishing.
A resin-based oil finish (Watco Oil) is used to bring out the beauty of the different woods and
offer a durable finish. Once dry, the surfaces are polished on a 3-wheel polishing setup (Beall)
on the lathe and the vertical stave joinery sampler vase is now complete.
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A view of the finished vase is provided below.
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